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P R O F E S S I O N A L  S E R V I C E S  D A T A S H E E T

Quick Start Onboarding  
and Implementation

Key Benefits
• Gets your team up to speed quickly so you’re  

taking full advantage of the many features and  

capabilities available to you with Perfecto

• Delivers expert deployment assistance, with  

key recommendations and an implementation  

option to optimize and integrate your framework  

with Perfecto

• Provides you with answers straight from the pros  

on typical setup questions, best test automation  

practices and more (with a path to more in-depth 

services if needed)

• Accelerates your return on investment in Perfecto  

by ensuring your success from day one.

Quick Start Express Onboarding
Learn the key features and capabilities of Perfecto through 

a one-on-one session directly with a Perfecto expert. 

Quick Start Express onboarding is tailored for individual 

testers or developers as well as smaller teams who could 

benefit from a basic overview and introductory session. 

We’ll cover both manual testing and automated testing  

in this 3-hour session, including the following 

components and topics:

• Walkthrough of Perfecto manual testing,  

Perfecto reporting, assets management, 

reservations, and failure reasons

• Walkthrough of how to connect a sample  

template automation script with Perfecto Cloud, 

and a report integration code explanation

• Discussion and overview of Perfecto’s  

high-level proprietary visual functions and  

features like HAR capture, accessibility testing, 

biometric authentication, image injection,  

Rest API documentation, and Scriptless

• Q&A time reserved for feedback and answers  

to your questions

Experience success right from the start with Perfecto through a personalized onboarding  

or implementation session.

You can take advantage of our Quick Start Express Onboarding to learn the essentials of  

how to use Perfecto — or dive deeper into automation with our Quick Start Implementation  

where we’ll even help you achieve an automated test case on your test application.

http://perfecto.io
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At the end of the session, we provide sample code you 

can use in your script automation — for troubleshooting 

or additional set-up, our Services team has expertise and 

can be engaged for personalized assistance.

Quick Start Implementation
Dive deeper into automated testing through our Quick 

Start Implementation1 where we’ll optimize and integrate 

Perfecto into your automation framework — and help you 

achieve automation for one test case.

We tailor this onboarding and implementation to small 

and mid-size customers who are just getting started on 

test automation using Perfecto along with those who 

want to integrate reporting into their environment and 

those who would benefit from learning coding best 

practices with cloud. 

Quick Start Implementation allocates 16 hours for the 

following components and topics:

• An introductory training on Perfecto and a high-

level discussion about your automation framework

• Integration of your framework with Perfecto  

Cloud along with Reports integration

• Assistance in automating your first test case on  

your test application, either web or mobile

• Tips and best automation practices when working 

with the Perfecto Cloud and designing reusable 

steps in the project

• Integration of the CI Dashboard with your 

framework with the ability to run from the  

command line/CI tool, depending on your setup

• See next page for a comparison of our Quick 

Start Express Onboarding and Quick Start 

Implementation packages.

Get Started Today
Use Perfecto with confidence right from the start! Our 

Services team is here for you to ensure a successful 

onboarding and implementation experience — getting 

you up and running quickly and optimally, according to 

best practices.

We also offer training courses that pair perfectly with your 

onboarding and implementation, as well as consulting 

services and programs to ensure teams of developers 

and QA professionals are highly successful throughout all 

stages of test automation for web and mobile devices.

Contact us for more information and to supercharge your 

success with Perfecto!

1 For an optimal onboarding experience, we recommend teams selecting our Quick Start Implementation have a base level of competency 
with their coding language and Selenium/Appium. We also recommend you complete VPN access and access to Perfecto in advance, with 
appropriate proxy host and port details configured.

www.perfecto.io/sales-general-inquiries

CONTACT US

http://perfecto.io
http://www.perfecto.io/sales-general-inquiries
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Quick Start Express  
Onboarding

Quick Start  
Implementation

Walkthrough of manual testing using Perfecto

Walkthrough of automated testing using Perfecto

Overview of connecting a sample template  
automation script with Perfecto Cloud

Overview of your automation framework

Integration of your framework with Perfecto Cloud

Overview of reporting, report integration code ex-
planation, assets management, and failure reasons

Reports integration

Overview of Perfecto’s high-level proprietary visual functions and features:

HAR capture

Accessibility testing

Biometric authentication

Image injection

Rest API documentation

Scriptless

Automation for one test case on your  
test application

Share best automation practices when working  
with Perfecto Cloud; tips for designing reusable 
steps in the project

Integration of the CI Dashboard with your  
framework, plus the ability to run from the  
command line/CI tool (depending on your setup)

http://perfecto.io

